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JUDGMENT

                    The prosecution case as unfolded at the trial is that on 

2.3.91  at  about  6-30  P.M.  while  Medical  practitioner  Dr.  Swapan 

Sathi  Barman  was  attending  to  the  patients  in  his  chamber-cum-

pharmacy, two un-identified youths suspected to be ULFA extremists 

came to his chamber-cum-pharmacy and shot him dead from point 

blank range. One Sri Kumud Bora lodged the ejahar with Jamuguri 

police station under Sonitpur district on the following day.  On the 

basis of this ejahar Jamuguri police station case No. 20/91 u/s 302/34 

IPC  R/W  section  3  /  4  TADA  (P)  Act  was  registered.  During 

investigation  some  incriminating  documents  belonging  to  Assam 

United Reservation Movement were recovered from the residence of 

Martan  Dey  of  Tupia  gaon.  The  incriminating  one  empty  9mm 

ammunition  with  blood  stain  was  recovered  from  the  place  of 

occurrence. During investigation it came to light that accused Deny 

Bora was involved in this incident and accordingly he was remanded 

to  judicial  custody  after  his  arrest.  On completion  of  investigation 

charge sheet was filed against accused Deny Bora @ Tarun Bora u/s 

302/34  IPC  R/W  section  3  (2)  (1)  (3)  TADA  (P)  Act.  On  his 

appearance before the court the charge u/s  302 IPC R/W section 3 / 4 

TADA  (P)  Act  were  framed  against  accused  person  to  which  he 

pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.  

                The prosecution in order to prove the case has examined 17  

(seventeen)  witnesses.  The  evidence  of  PW-10  Gunin  Sarma  is 

expunged from the record as he did not turn up for cross-examination 

by the accused person. 

                           

Points for determination   :  
(i) Whether accused Deny Bora on 2.3.91 at about 6-30 P.M. 

intentionally caused death of Dr. Swapan Sathi Barman by 
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means of fire arm in his chamber at Belijuri  village under 

Sonitpur  police  station  which  is  culpable  homicide 

amounting to murder within the meaning of section 300 IPC.

(ii) Whether the said accused person on the same date and 

place of occurrence caused terror in the mind of the people of 

that area.

             

Reasons for decision :

            I have heard the learned Public Prosecution and the learned 

defence advocate and compared their submission with the evidence on 

record. I  have also gone through the written argument filed by the 

learned defence advocate.

                   PW-1 Dhanapati Kafla, PW-2 Teg Bahadur Newar, PW-3  

Madhab Shah, PW-4 Isider Barjo, PW-5 Brajadhar Hazarika, PW-11 

Atindra Kr. Dey, PW-14 Suren Hazarika are residents of the locality, 

PW-7 Ratan Manik Barman is the younger brother of deceased, PW-8 

Mortan Dey a relative of the deceased.   PW-9 Kumud Bora is the 

complainant,  PW-10  Gunin  Sarma  is  the  Officer-in-Charge  of 

Jamuguri  police  station,  PW-12  Prasanta  Sagar  Chandmai,  PW-13 

Janardhan Upadhaya are  the I/Os of  the case,  PW-15 Bangshidhar 

Hajowary is  the constable  of  Jamuguri  police station,  PW-16 Smti 

Mina Das is the Judicial Magistrate, PW-17 Dr. Prabhash Kr. Barman 

is the medical officer.

               P.W-1 Dhanapati Kafla in his evidence has stated that in the 

year 1991 Dr. Swapan Sathi Barman died. He was known to him. In 

the evening when he heard hue and cry raised by his wife he went to 

the house of Dr. Sathi and found him lying dead on the varanda of his 

house. He saw injury on his head. Blood was oozing out. He was told 

by wife of the deceased that two youths came and demanded medicine 
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from her husband and they fled away after killing her husband. PW-2 

Teg Bahadur Newar has stated in his evidence that Dr. Swapan Sathi 

Barman was known to him and about 14/15 years back while he was 

in  his  house  in  the  evening  he  heard  sounds  like  gun  shot.  After 

hearing hue and cry he along with Dhanapati (PW-1) went to the place 

of occurrence after about half and hour. He saw Dr. Swapan Sathi 

Barman  lying  on  the  ground  with  injuries  on  his  head.  Later  he 

informed the brother of the deceased. The wife of the deceased told 

them that  two youths came to the doctor.  P.W-3 Ganesh Shah has 

stated that Dr. Swapan Sathi Barman was known to him. After closing 

his cycle repairing shop while he was  returning back from the center, 

he heard hue and cry in the house of doctor. He went to the place of 

occurrence and saw the doctor lying on the ground in a pool of blood. 

The  wife  of  doctor  Swapan  Sathi  Barman  reported  them that  two 

persons came for medicine and shot at the doctor. 

                  P.W-4 Isidor Barje in his evidence has stated that Dr.  

Swapan Sathi Barman was a tenant of his father and he was killed 

about  16  years  back.  On hearing hue  and cry  in  the  house  of  the 

doctor, he arrived at the place of occurrence. He saw the doctor lying 

on the ground. He saw injuries on his head and blood was oozing out. 

P.W-5 Sri Bajendra Hazarika  has stated in his evidence that he was 

the Secretary of VDP of village No.2 Batomari and Dr. Swapan Sathi 

Barman who was known to him was killed long back probably 15/16 

years back. He was informed by Kumud Bora about the killing of the 

doctor. When he re-visited the place of occurrence in the morning. 

inquest was done by the police at the place of occurrence. The injuries 

was caused on the head of the deceased. P.W-6 Sri Birendra Ch. Deb 

has stated in his evidence that Monton Dey is his younger brother. 

Police searched his house long back. Ext. 1 is the seizure list. Ext. 1 

(1) is his signature.

                        PW-7 Sri Ratan Manik Barman has stated that  

deceased  Dr.  Swapan  Sathi  Barman  was  his  elder  brother  and  on 

2.3.91 he was informed by one person that his brother was killed by 
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somebody.  When he went  he saw his  brother lying on he varanda 

facing upward. Wife of the deceased told him that she heard gun shot. 

The dead body was taken to hospital for postmortem examination by 

police. After postmortem examination the dead body was handed over 

to him. P.W-8 Sri Morttan Ch. Dey has stated in his evidence that the 

deceased Dr. Swapan Sathi Barman was known to him and he came to 

know about the incident on the next day that he was shot dead by 

ULFA. On that day his house was searched by police.

                 P.W-9 Sri Kumud Bora has stated in his evidence that on 

2.3.91 he was the VDP Secretary of Balijan Christian Basti and one 

Teg Bahadur Newar informed him about the killing. He lodged FIR 

Ext. 2 and Ext. 2(1) is his signature. Police recovered one 9 mm fired 

bullet  from the place of occurrence vide Ext.  3.  Police also seized 

9mm  ammunition  head  vide  Ext.  4.  M.  Ext.  1  is  the  fired  9mm 

ammunition. M. Ext. 2 is the 9mm ammunition head.

                   P.W-11 Sri Atindra Kr. Dey has stated that in the year 

1991 one day he saw THE dead body of Swapan Barman who was 

murdered by unknown persons.  In connection with this case police 

had shown him an ammunition and police took his signature in the 

seizure list  vide Ext.  4 (3).  M. Ext.  1 is  he said fired ammunition 

which he has seen in the court.

                   P.W-12 Sri Prasanta Sagar Changmai has stated in his  

evidence that on 19.2.99 while he was working as SDPO at Biswanath 

Chariali  he  was  entrusted  to  see  the  TADA  cases  pending  in  the 

district of Biswanath Chariali Sub division. He received the case diary 

of the instant case and after going through the case diary he found that 

accused Deni Bora was not arrested. Thereafter he arrested accused 

Deni Bora. He interrogated him and forwarded to the court. He made 

prayer for according prosecution sanction through S.P. Sonitpur. AT 

the time of making prayer he enclosed copy of seizure list, copies of 

statement  of  witnesses,  copy of  FIR and other  relevant  documents 

along  with  his  prayer.  During  his  tenure  he  received  prosecution 

sanction from the then DGP, Assam Hare Krishna Deka vide Ext. 5 
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and  Ext.  5  (1)  is  the  signature  of  the  then  DGP,  Assam.  After 

completion  of  investigation  he  submitted  the  charge  sheet  against 

accused Deni Bora vide Ext. 6, Ext. 6 (1) is his signature.  P.W-13 Sri 

Janardan  Upadhya has  stated  that  on  30.7.93 he  received the  case 

diary  in  connection  with  this  case  from  his  predecessor.  He  was 

directed to arrest accused Dul Bhuyan in connection with this case, so 

he made prayer to show him arrested in the instant case. Accordingly 

District Magistrate had allowed his prayer and he took him in police 

custody for five days. After completion of police custody accused Dul 

Bhuyan was remanded to judicial custody. 

          P.W-14 Sri Suren Hazarika has stated in his evidence that 15 

days prior to the incident accused Deny Bora was introduced by his 

friend. On 2.3.91 in the evening Deny Bora came to his house and at 

that time he was in his shop which is situated in the campus of his 

house. Deny Bora asked him to show the house of Dr. Swapan Sathi. 

He accompanied with Deny Bora to the house of Dr. Swapan Sathi 

and at that time Dr. Swapan Sathi was absent at his house. Then he 

along with Deny Bora returned to his house and another person also 

came to his house along with Deny Bora. The said person told him 

that as he was suffering from fever, he wanted an andi chadar and one 

gamosha and he handed over the said articles to the said person and 

then again he along with Deny Bora and unknown person went to 

doctor’s house and sat in the varanda while Deny Bora hide himself 

outside  the  house  of  Dr.  Swapan  Sathi.  When  the  Doctor  Swapan 

Sathi came out to see the patient Deny Bora shot at Dr. Swapan Sathi 

for which he fell down and by seeing the incident he fled away from 

the doctor’s chamber. P.W-14 has further stated that Deny Boa and 

the unknown person later came to his house and Deny Bora hanged 

andi chadar and gamocha in a bamboo fencing of his house and they 

threatened him not to disclose about the incident to any person. Then 

Deny Bora along with the said unknown person went away from his 

house. Accused Deny Bora killed Dr. Swapan Sati  in his presence. 

After the incident police recorded his statement. He was produced in 
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the court by the police for recording his statement and he made his 

statement before the Magistrate vide Ext. 7 and Ext. 7 (1)  and 7 (2) 

are his signatures.

               PW-15 Sri Bangshidhar Hajowary has stated nothing about 

the prosecution case.

                P.W-16 Smti Mina Das has stated in her evidence that in the 

month of November 1993 she was working as Judicial Magistrate, and 

on 4.11.93 one Suren Hazarika was produced before him for recording 

hos statement. Accordingly she recorded the statement of said Suren 

Hazarika and after completion of recording of statement, he put his 

signature before her. The above mentioned statement was recorded in 

connection with case No. 20/91 of Jamuguri police station. Ext. 7 is 

the said statement and Ext. 7 (3) is her signature. 

                 PW-17 Dr. Prabhash Kr. Barman has stated in his evidence  

that on 3.3.91 he was serving as Medical and Health Officer at Tezpur 

Civil Hospital and on that day he performed postmortem examination 

on the dead body of deceased Swapan Sathi Barman, aged 35 years of 

No.1 Balijuri, P.S. Jamuguri, in connection with Jamuguri P.S. case 

No. 20/91 identified by Ratan Manik Barman and C/18 B. Hazari of 

Jamugiri  P.S. On examination on the dead body  following injuries 

were found -

(1) One wound on the right side of the face near the outer 

angle of the right eye. Size ½” X ½” with inverted 

margin. 

(2) One wound present on the left side of the neck just 

below the  ear.  Size  1”  x1/2”  with  averted  margin. 

Multiple fracture of the maxilla, nasal and other facial 

bones.

All injuries were ante-mortem. In his opinion the cause of death was 

due to shock and hemorrhage as a result of bullet injuries sustained by 

the deceased.  In his postmortem report the then Chief Medical and 

Health Officer made an endorsement that he had agreed to his finding. 

Ext. No.8 is the Postmortem report and Ext. 8 (1) is his signature.
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                 Accused person in his statement u/s 313 Cr.P.C. has 

completely denied the accusation made against him by the prosecution 

witnesses. On perusal of the evidence of 17 (seventeen) witnesses it is 

seen that the prosecution case is primarily based on the evidence of 

PW-14 Sri Suren Hazarika who had allegedly witnessed the murder. 

PW-1 Sri Dhanapati Kafla, PW-2 Teg Bahadur Newar, PW-3 Madhab 

Saha, PW-4 Isider Barjo, PW-5 Brajadhar Hazarika and PW-7 Ratan 

Manik Barman arrived at the place of occurrence after the incident 

and they found Dr. Swapan Sathi Barman lying in his chamber cum 

residence dead with gun shot  head injury.  The evidence of PW-14 

shows that he had seen accused Deny Bora killing Dr. Swapan Sathi 

Barman  in  his  chamber  and  he  made  his  statement  before  the 

Magistrate vide Ext. No.7 wherein he has specifically stated what he 

has  deposed  in  his  evidence  in  the  court.  PW-16  Smt  Mina  Das, 

Judicial  Magistrate,  Tezpur has also stated that  on 4.11.93 accused 

Deny Bora was produced before her for recording his statement and 

accordingly she recorded his  statement  vide Ext.  No.7.  PW-17 Dr. 

Prabash Kr. Barman who had performed the postmortem examination 

on the dead body of deceased Swapan Sathi Baman aged 35 years 

found one bullet injury on the right side of his face near the outer 

angle of the right eye and another wound on the left side of his neck 

just  below  his  ear  and  the  cause  of  death  was  due  to  shock  and 

hemorrhage as a result of bullet injuries.

            During cross-examination of PW-14 Suren Hazarika the 

learned defence advocate has pointed out that witness Suren Hazarika 

after  about  two  years  of  the  date  of  occurrence  came  up  to  give 

evidence against  accused Deny Bora. During cross-examination the 

learned defence advocate has failed to point out any enmity between 

Suren Hazarika  and Deny Bora.  Even not  a  single  suggestion  was 

given to Suren Hazarika that due to previous grudge Suren Hazarika 

has falsely  implicated  accused person in  this  incident.  The learned 

defence advocate on the other hand during cross-examination of PW-

14 Suren Hazarika gave the suggestion to the effect that at the time of 
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occurrence accused Deny Bora was out side the house of deceased 

and it was Suren Hazarika who had in fact shot at the deceased twice 

for  which  he  (deceased)  had  sustained  two  bullet  injuries  on  his 

person.  By  this  suggestion  accused  Deny  Bora  has  admitted  his 

presence at the time of occurrence in the residence of the deceased.

            On scrutiny of the evidence of the eye witness PW-14 it is 

found that his evidence is first corroborated by his statement before 

Magistrate Ext. No.7 and PW-16 Smti Mina Das who had recorded 

his  statement.  The evidence  of  PW-14 is  also  corroborated  by  the 

medical evidence of PW-17 and recovery of the empty cartridge of 

9mm ammunition from the place of occurrence.

            Section 134 of Evidence of Act says that no particular number 

of witnesses shall in any case be required for the proof of any fact. 

From this legal provision it can be implied that it is the quality of the 

evidence and not the number that counts. The Hon’ble Supreme Court 

in State of UP Vs Hakim Singh AIR 1980 SC 184 held that law does 

not  require  plurality  of  witness.  Conviction  can  be  based  on  the 

testimony of a single witness provided the evidence of the witness is 

trustworthy. No particular number of witness is required to prove the 

case. In Joyram Siba Tagore Vs State of Maharastra 1991 Criminal 

Law Journal 2192 (SC) the Apex Court held that if the Prosecution 

wants to prove the charge of murder by a single direct evidence, the 

witness must be wholly reliable. However, minor discrepancies do not 

render the evidence un-reliable. In the case in hand it has been found 

that accused Deny Bora went to the residence of the deceased twice. 

When  he  and  his  un-known  colleague  went  to  the  residence  of 

deceased he was not found. The evidence of PW-14 also shows that 

after coming from the house of the deceased, the un-known associate 

of accused Deny Bora pretending to be ill took one andichadar and 

one  gamocha  to  go to  the  house  of  the  deceased.  When  the  three 

persons (PW-14, accused Deny Bora and his associates) went to the 

residence of the deceased accused Deny Bora hid himself out side the 
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house and when doctor was examining the patient (imposter), accused 

Deny Bora shot at him killing him on the spot.

               Now the question is whether the incriminating evidence 

against accused Deny Bora constitute the offence of murder within the 

meaning  of  Section  300  IPC.  In  order  to  appreciate  the  correct 

position of law let me quote the provision of section 300 IPC – 

               Murder- Except in the cases hereinafter excepted, culpable 

homicide is murder, if the act by which the death is caused is done 

with the intention of causing death, or- 

        Secondly, If it is done with the intention of causing such bodily 

injury as the offender knows to be likely to cause the death of the 

person to whom the harm is caused, or

        Thirdly- If it is done with the intention of causing bodily injury 

to  any  person  and  the  bodily  injury  intended  to  be  inflicted  is 

sufficient in the ordinary course of nature to cause death, or

        Fourthly- If the person committing the act knows that it is so 

imminently dangerous that it must, in all probability, cause death or 

such bodily injury as is likely to cause death, and commits such act 

without any excuse for  incurring the risk of causing death or  such 

injury as aforesaid.

           Exception 1.- Culpable homicide is not murder if the offender, 

whilst  deprived  of  the  power  of  self-control  by  grave  and  sudden 

provocation, causes the death of the person who gave the provocation 

or causes the death of any other person by mistake or accident. The 

above exception is subject to the following provisos :-  

         First.-   That  the provocation  is  not  sought  or  voluntarily 

provoked  by the offender as an excuse for killing or doing harm to 

any person.

        Secondly.- That the provocation is not given by anything done in 

obedience to the law, or by a public servant in the lawful exercise of 

the powers of such public servant.

        Thirdly.- That the provocation is not given by anything done in 

the lawful exercise of the right of private defence.
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           Explanation.- Whether the provocation was grave and sudden 

enough to prevent the offence from amounting to murder is a question 

of fact.      

           Exception 2.- Culpable homicide is not murder if the offender, 

in the exercise in good faith of the right of private defence of person 

or property, exceeds the power given to him by law and causes the 

death  of  the  person  against  whom  he  is  exercising  such  right  of 

defence  without  premeditation,  and without  any intention  of  doing 

more harm than is necessary for the purpose of such defence.

           Exception 3.-  Culpable homicide is not murder if the offender, 

being  a  public  servant  or  aiding  a  public  servant  acting  for  the 

advancement of public justice, exceeds the powers given to him by 

law,  and  causes  death  by  doing  an  act  which  he,  in  good  faith, 

believes to be lawful and necessary for the due discharge of his duty 

as such public servant and without ill-will towards the person whose 

death is caused. 

            Exception 4.-  Culpable homicide is  not  murder  if  it  is 

committed  without  premeditation  in  a  sudden  fight  in  the  heat  of 

passion upon a sudden quarrel and without the offenders having taken 

undue advantage or acted in a cruel or unusual manner.

           Explanation.-  It is immaterial in such cases which party offers 

the provocation or commits the first assault. 

            Exception 5.- Culpable homicide is not murder when the 

person whose death is caused, being above the age of eighteen years, 

suffers death of takes the risk of death with his own consent.

            In a murder case trial court is charged with the supreme duty 

to make proper appreciation of evidence and of law before reaching 

the finding that the case prove the culpable homicide amounting to 

murder.  In  the  case  in  hand  what  we  have  already  found  is  that 

deceased  Swapan  Sathi  Barman  a  medical  practitioner  was  in  his 

chamber cum residence at the time of occurrence and accused person 

visited his house twice and in the second attempt accused Deny Bora 

to bring out the deceased within the range of his fire arm took the un-
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known colleague to his chamber as a patient and he hid himself out 

side the house and when the doctor came out and started to examine 

the person pretended to be ill was shot at his face near the outer angle 

of right eye and left side of his neck just below the ear as a result of 

which he died on the spot. There was no provocation from the side of 

the deceased rather he being a medical professional came out to give 

treatment  to  the  imposter.  If  we  go  through  the  entire  fact  and 

circumstances  of  the  case  it  becomes  emphatically  clear  that  the 

offence committed by the accused person amounts to murder within 

the meaning of Section 300 IPC. It is a cool blooded murder.

            Having regard to the oral and documentary evidence in the 

light  of  legal  ratios  laid  down  by  the  Apex  Court  and  specific 

provision  of  law,  I  am of  the  firm  view that  the  prosecution  has 

established  the  case  against  the  accused  Deny  Bora  U/S  302  IPC 

beyond all reasonable doubt. There is no material against accused U/S 

3 / 4 TADA (P) Act. Accordingly the accused person is found guilty. 

     

                                                                                         
                                                                                          Judge

Designated Court
Assam, Guwahati 

       Accused person in reply to the question on sentence has stated 

that he was innocent and so he should be dealt with leniency. In the 

prosecution  evidence  we  have  already  found  that  the  medical 

practitioner Dr. Swapan Sathi Barman was killed when he came out to 

give medical treatment to a person who had in fact gone to his house 

to kill him. In the forwarding report of accused Deny Bora after his 

arrest  it  was  stated  in  the  ground  of  his  arrest  that  he  joined  the 

extremist organization in 1990 and after undergoing arms training at 

Nagaland he  came to Assam and begun to  work under  the  ULFA 

commander  of  Sonitpur  district.  From  the  prosecution  side  no 

evidence  was  adduced  to  show  that  the  said  accused  person  was 

associated with any antinational activities. The motive of committing 
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the crime is not revealed in the prosecution evidence but the manner 

in which the offence was committed it appears to be a heinous one. 

The Hon’ble Supreme Court in Eidga Ammana Vs State of Andhra 

Pradesh AIR 1974 SC 799 held that the recent benign direction of the 

Penal  law  is  towards  the  life  sentence  as  a  rule  and  death  as  an 

exception  awarding  of  which  must  be  accompanied  by  recorded 

reason. In Sidaguda Nigappa Ghantavar Vs State of Karnataka AIR 

1981 SC 764 held that normally sentence for the offence of murder is 

life imprisonment should be observed both in lateral spirit. The death 

sentence should be imposed in very extreme case. In the case in hand I 

am of the view that the sentence of imprisonment for life with fine 

would meet the ends of justice. 

       Accordingly the accused Deny Bora @ Tarun Bora is sentenced 

to undergo rigorous imprisonment for life with fine of Rs. 50,000/- in 

default  to  undergo  rigorous  imprisonment  for  5  (five)  years.  The 

entire amount of fine if  realized shall  be paid to the widow of the 

deceased Smti Indrani Barman of Balijuri gaon, P.S. Jamuguri, Dist. 

Sonitpur as compensation u/s 354 Cr.P.C. The period of detention, if 

any, during investigation and trial shall be set off against the period of 

imprisonment.

                                                                                           Judge
Designated Court
Assam, Guwahati 
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QUESTION ON SENTENCE

Q.  You are found guilty in this case of murdering Dr. Swapan Sathi 

Barman in his residence on 2.3.91 which is punishable u/s 302 IPC 

with sentence of death and imprisonment for life with fine.

Ans :  I am innocent. I did not kill Dr. Swapan Sathi Barman and so I  

should be dealt with leniency.

                                                                                          

                                                                                          Judge
Designated Court
Assam, Guwahati 
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Appendix 

Exhibited by Spl. P.P.

1. Ext. 1 – Seizure list

2. Ext 2  -  F.I.R.

3. Ext. 3 -  Seizure list

4. Ext. 4 – Seizure list

5. Ext. 5-   Prosecution sanction

6. Ext. 6-   Charge sheet

7. Ext. 7-  Statement

8. Ext. 8-  Postmortem report

           

                                                         Judge

  Designated Court

  Assam, Guwahati
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